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This is a transposed score—instruments are notated at playing pitch 
 

Instrumentation 
 

flute 1 + piccolo, altoflute, bassflute 
flute 2 (B foot) + piccolo, bassflute 

clarinet + bass clarinet 
piano 

percussion 
violin 
cello 

 
 

Suggested stage layout 

 
 
 
 
 

Suggested stage layout if unconducted 
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Suggested percussion layout 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 
NB: 1-3, (1-6, 1-9) = high 
to low 

percussion—basic set-up: 
 

vibraphone—also sandbag and bow 
two octaves of crotales with bow 
———————— 
kick bass drum 
orchestral bass drum 
3 glass bottles (wine bottles, etc) 
small triangle 
 

System A:  
 9 terracotta bowls/flowerpots (three sets of 3: 

High/Middle/Low)1 
System B: 

 3 flat ceramic tiles (floor, roof)—non-resonant  
 3 anvils—or other non-resonant metal objects 
 3 metal plates—more resonant than anvils2 

System C: 
 6 ceramic bowls, 3 small & 3 large  

System D: 
 3 cymbals 
 3 tamtams3 
 large tamtam 

 
Other percussion instruments are notated on an ad hoc 
basis. 

 
1) The terracotta and ceramic bowls are used primarily melodically. 
When choosing instruments try and obtain a range of sound that 
approximates to a scale. 
 

2) metal plates could be heavy-bottomed saucepans, struck on the 
base or side, even lid, depending on what gives the deepest, most 
resonant sound, or similar. 
 

3) The effect of the cymbal/tamtam orchestra should be of a wash 
of sound. For this reason it is acceptable to use cymbals in place of 
one or two of the smaller tamtams if necessary. These too should 
approximate to a scale, cymbal 1 down to the large tamtam. 
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Performance notes: 
 
 Accidentals only apply to the notes they immediately precede. In certain dense and repeated chords—vibraphone 

and piano—natural signs are understood.  
 

 This is a transposed score—clarinet, bass clarinet and altoflute parts are notated at playing pitch. Piccolo and 
bassflute sound an octave higher and lower respectively.  

 

 Score is notated throughout at 3cms = 1 second, with a few exceptions which were necessitated by pagination. 
 

 Parts: Parts are provided on my website. For those wishing to create their own, the score is notated such that a copy 
can be printed at A3 and cut into four horizontal strips—the two flutes; clarinet & percussion; piano, if required; 
violin & cello. These can be reassembled as best suits the players, including enlargement if desired. The players can 
either share one part (this is not feasible for clarinet and percussion) which simplifies pageturns, or have one each. 
Looseleaf is also better for pageturns. 

 

 Dynamics: there are nine steps in this work: 
pppp—ppp—pp—p—mf—f—ff—fff—ffff 

There is no mp dynamic; mf is treated as midway between p and f.  
 

 Note that the irrational rhythms 3:2 and 9:8  are interchangeable—9:8  is simply the ‘compound time’ version of 3:2, 
that is, it is a beat divided into three, and each triplet is then also divided into three. Rather than put nested triplets 
inside triplets, the 9:8  alternative describes the rhythm precisely. However, the 9:8  irrational does not usually phrase 
as three groups of three. As with all the rhythms, the individual metric shapes should be performed with ‘swing’—
exactness is rarely the point.  
 

 The small commas indicate that the sound should cease. This information is primarily provided by the notated 
durations; the commas merely reinforce the detail. They do NOT imply a hesitation. 
 

 Winds: NV means No Vibrato and MV Molto Vibrato. The return to normal vibrato is indicated by NAT. 
Fluttertongue is indicated by the usual stem-slashes and Fl.  
 

 Flutes both preferably open-hole; flute 2 requires B foot. All the necessary notational conventions (and many more) 
can be found in the score preface to my work closing lemma, which may be freely downloaded from my website: 
http://chrisdench.com/scores.  

 

 Bass clarinet requires the basset register: down to (notated) low C. 
 

 Percussion 
  

• Stick indications: VS – VERY SOFT, MS – MEDIUM SOFT, VH – VERY HARD and so on.  
• Stop bowing vibraphone at the end of the notated duration but allow sound to ring on until end of pedal 

sign.  
• Vibraphone occasionally uses a weight to depress sustaining pedal at end of phrases while player moves to 

another instrument. This should be heavy enough to hold down the pedal, but also quickly moveable. A 
sandbag is ideal.  

• Try and make the kick bass drum invisible to the audience—the ffff  entry at section C on page 36 should 
be completely unexpected.   

• RING means allow sound to ring on—laissez vibrer. Unless otherwise indicated, all metal percussion should 
always be permitted to ring on to extinction: never damp crotales. The ringed indication ⊥ over the end of 
a (de)crescendo means that it should not have a concluding sforzato attack. 

• percussion with attack faces have three indicators:  
Metals: D—dome (centre); M—midface; R—rim.  
Orchestral bass drum: C—centre; M—midface; E—edge.  
Large tamtam only: E—strike on the edge; E⟳—run wood of stick around edge.  
Otherwise strike as normal.  

• Suggested LH/RH indications may be reversed or ignored. 
 
 

 Pedalling: Normal pedal indications apply for both the piano and vibraphone: PED. or P a pedal line that has spikes 
without breaks indicates a degree of half-release, the player should assess degree of release by context; a –type 
break is a full release with all resonance ceasing. At the front of many systems a bracketed pedal-release is indicated; 
this merely serves to remind the player that the resonance was half- or fully-cleared at the end of the previous system. 
Where no piano pedalling is indicated, pedal to best render the notated gestures.  
 

 Percussion and strings: Tremolando, indicated by stem-slashes, is to be performed metrically if a bracketed number 
is given above the beam, otherwise unmetricated: as fast as possible. Unmetricated string tremolo should be quite 
fierce. 

 

 Strings: NV means No Vibrato and MV Molto Vibrato; NAT reverses these and other instructions. Mutes are 
required. 

 

 

http://chrisdench.com/scores
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